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IBM i2 Text Chart
User-controlled text extraction and visualization of
unstructured data

Highlights
•

Quickly discover and extract data from
structured and unstructured documents

•

Speed up interpretation by delivering
extracted data in an analysis-ready format

•

Effectively communicate findings with
intuitive visual charts

•

Populate iBase databases with newly
discovered information

IBM® i2® Text Chart is a user-controlled application designed to
streamline the process of extracting and visualizing data from text
documents. With this intuitive tool, free text is quickly transformed
into a structured graphical format that is ready to be analyzed and
shared. Since Text Chart visualizations are compatible with
IBM® i2® Analyst’s Notebook® and IBM® i2® iBase, the resulting
structured information can be shared with other members of the
intelligence community.
This application improves analytical efficiency by delivering the
entities and relationships extracted from text sources in an analysisready format, dramatically reducing the time it takes to create and
share intelligence. As well as helping to discover and pull information
from a variety of documents, Text Chart, when paired with iBase,
allows central database records to be populated while creating
visualizations.
Text Chart can deliver immediate productivity gains by extracting
intelligence from volumes of unstructured text data, helping users
uncover relationships and patterns faster.
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Generate analysis ready charts
After using Text Chart to extract data, users can then quickly
create charts for further analysis in Analyst’s Notebook. This
accelerates the analytical process and reduces errors by
populating searchable charts and databases without users
having to re-key information.

Uncover and share critical intelligence
Use Text Chart to find and discover key information hidden
in unstructured text documents that could otherwise go
unnoticed. This vital information can be quickly populated
into iBase databases so that it is available to the broader
team, not only increasing the value of intelligence but also
empowering informed decision making across the
organization.

Increase productivity and share
intelligence faster
Without Text Chart, valuable information hidden in these
unstructured documents could go unnoticed. With the help of
Text Chart, users are more likely to find and discover critical
information which increases the value of their intelligence. In
addition, users can quickly populate iBase databases with the
returned information, making it available to the broader team
and empowering informed decisions across the organization.

Figure 1: Create intuitive visual representation from a mass of
written reports

Improve the efficiency and accuracy of
text extraction
Text Chart helps users speed up the process of extracting
analysis-ready data from original source documents, helping
to eliminate the need to convert formats such as text, HTML,
PDF and Microsoft Word. Users can also reduce time
spent on repetitive entities of interest searches with the help
of user-defined target lists that leverage powerful fuzzy
search technologies.
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Text Chart key features:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Figure 2: Quickly discover relationships within multiple documents and

identify missing or erroneous details

Figure 3: Powerful search tools save time and help ensure you do not miss
valuable information
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Convert unstructured text into analysis ready data,
removing the need to re-key information.
Mark-up and extract data from common file formats
(Plain Text, Rich Text, HTML, PDF, Microsoft Word, Excel,
WordPerfect and OpenOffice/StarOffice).
Discover hidden connections between multiple source
documents, so that valuable information is not
overlooked.
Search for specific text or identical and similar entities in
documents using synonym, sounds-like and spelled-like
search capabilities.
Create charts and update database records from a single
intuitive workspace with options and design templates
suited to your analysis.
Compatible with other IBM i2 solutions to support the
comprehensive intelligence cycle.

For more information
To learn more about IBM i2 Text Chart, please contact your
IBM representative, or visit: ibm.com/i2software
To learn more about all of the IBM Smarter Cities solutions,
visit: ibm.com/smartercities
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